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1. Introduction. Most of the literature on dynamic models in economics and operations research proceeds
on the assumption that preferences are represented by a functional which is additive over time and discounts
future rewards at a constant rate. More precisely, if c 2= 8ct9 is a feasible consumption sequence in an optimal
growth model and the decision maker is equipped with a bounded instantaneous utility function u, then the
standard time-additive and separable utility is given by

U4c5 2=
�
∑

t=0

�tu4ct51 (1)

where � ∈ 40115 is a fixed discount factor; see Samuelson [33]. Time-additive separable utility has dominated
research owing to the mathematical simplification derived from that functional form. However, this assumption
regarding a constant discount coefficient is quite restrictive.

Koopmans [24] proposed a general approach to construction of recursive utility functions via the so-called
aggregator. Such an aggregator, roughly speaking, is a function G4a1 r5 of two real variables. A recursive utility
U ∗ is then a solution to the following equation:

U ∗4ct1 ct+11 : : : 5=G4u4ct51U
∗4ct+11 ct+21 : : : 551 (2)

for any t and c = 8c�90 This equation indicates weak separability between present and future consumption.
Namely, a utility enjoyed from period t on depends on current consumption ct and the aggregate utility
U ∗4ct+11 ct+21 : : : 5 from period t + 1 onwards. Notably, U in (1) can be written as in (2) with the aid of
aggregator

G4a1 r5= a+�r0 (3)

In the literature, Equation (2) is referred to as Koopmans’ equation and can be obtained by applying the Banach
contraction principle. This is because one of the commonly used conditions imposed on G is:

�G4a1 r15−G4a1 r15� ≤ ��r1 − r2�1

for each a1 r1, r2 and � ∈ 40115; see Denardo [11], Lucas and Stokey [26], Stokey et al. [37].1 Hence,
Denardo [11], Lucas and Stokey [26] have shown that if G satisfies the above contraction assumption, then there
is a unique bounded function U ∗ satisfying (2). Recursive utilities derived in this way need not possess time
additivity and separability properties; see Becker and Boyd III [1], Boyd III [7].

1 A similar contraction assumption for stochastic dynamic programming was used by Bertsekas [3] and Porteus [31].
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In this paper we propose to replace a linear function r 7→ �r in (3) with an increasing real-valued function �.
More precisely, we shall consider a simple aggregator G4a1 r5 = a+ �4r51 where � satisfies some reasonable
conditions. An extension of the Banach contraction principle given by Matkowski [27] allows us to obtain a
utility of the form

U ∗

� 4c5= u4c05+ �4u4c15+ �4u4c25+ · · · 551 c = 8ct90 (4)

In this way, we construct a much larger class of recursive utilities. Clearly, (4) is not in general separable
and reduces to (1), when �4r5 = �r for all r . But, if � is merely piecewise linear, that is, for some constants
�11�2 ∈ 401151 �4r5 = �1r for r ≥ 01 and �4r5 = �2r for r < 0, then we deal with a nonseparable case. It is
worth emphasizing that the discount functions � may possess different features such as “magnitude effect” or
“sign effect.” The reader interested in these particular properties is referred to Jaśkiewicz et al. [22], where a
deterministic case was investigated.

Our paper is devoted to a study of recursive utilities within a stochastic framework. More precisely, we deal
with the recursive utilities on the sample path space of a stochastic decision process with a Markovian transition
law and then use their expectations with respect to probability measures (on the space of infinite histories)
induced by policies. The model, that we are concerned with resembles nonstationary dynamic programming
with a general utility function. Unfortunately, in such a setup we cannot expect to obtain a stationary or Markov
optimal policy. However, we are able to prove the existence of persistently optimal policies and give their
characterization by a system of Bellman’s optimality equations. Let us mention that an optimal policy is called
persistently optimal, if it is conditionally optimal after every finite history. Comparable problems and related
results, but without variable discounting, were studied by Dubins and Savage [12], Dubins and Sudderth [13]
(in gambling theory), Hinderer [20], Kertz and Nachman [23], Schäl [35, 36], Feinberg [15, 16] (in stochastic
dynamic programming), and by Nowak [30] (in dynamic games). On one hand, our results for linear functions �
reduce to those of Bertsekas [3], Bertsekas and Shreve [4], Blackwell [6], Schäl [34], Strauch [38] (in discounted
dynamic programming), Brock and Mirman [8], Stokey et al. [37] (in the theory of optimal economic growth)
and, on the other hand, they generalize the papers of Strauch [38] and Schäl [34].2 Indeed, our optimality results
are obtained for dynamic models with a bounded-from-above instantaneous (one-period) utility function u. To
solve such models we utilize a truncation technique. Namely, first we study models with the utility functions
us4c5 2= max8u4c51−s91 s ≥ 1, and then letting s go to infinity, we obtain the existence of a persistently optimal
policy in the original model with the one-period utility u. Basic convergence results to our derivation of the
Bellman equations are given in §6 and can be read independently. Finally, we would like to point out that our
approach is different from the one that uses “nonexpected utilities,” e.g., compared with Kreps and Porteus [25],
Becker and Boyd III [1] or Weil [39].

2. Preliminaries. Let N (R) denote the set of all positive integers (all real numbers) and let N0 =N ∪ 809,
R = R∪ 8−�9. A Borel space is a nonempty Borel subset of a complete separable metric space. Let X1 A be
Borel spaces. Assume that D is a Borel subset of X ×A such that

A4x5 2= 8c ∈A2 4x1 c5 ∈D9

is nonempty for any x ∈X. Then, it is well known that there exists a universally measurable mapping �2 X 7→A
such that �4x5 ∈ A4x5 for each x ∈ X; see the Yankov-von Neumann theorem in Bertsekas and Shreve [4] or
Dynkin and Yushkevich [14]. If every set A4x5 is compact, then by Corollary 1 in Brown and Purves [9], the
mapping � may be Borel measurable. A set-valued mapping x 7→ A4x5 (induced by the set D) is called upper
semicontinuous if 8x ∈X2 A4x5∩K 6= �9 is closed for each closed set K ⊂A.

Lemma 1. (a) Let g2 D 7→ R be a Borel measurable function such that c 7→ g4x1 c5 is upper semicontinuous
on A4x5 for each x ∈X0 Then,

g∗4x5 2= max
c∈A4x5

g4x1 c5

is Borel measurable and there exists a Borel measurable mapping f ∗2 X 7→A such that

f ∗4x5 ∈ arg max
c∈A4x5

g4x1 c5

for all x ∈X.

2 An excellent survey of various criteria in dynamic programming can be found in Feinberg [17] and Feinberg and Shwartz [18].
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(b) If, in addition, we assume that x 7→A4x5 is upper semicontinuous and g is upper semicontinuous on D,
then g∗ is also upper semicontinuous.

Proof. Part (a) follows from Corollary 1 in Brown and Purves [9]. Part (b) is a corollary to Berge’s maximum
theorem; see pages 115–116 in Berge [2] and Proposition 10.2 in Schäl [34]. �

Let Y be a metric space. By B̂4Y 5 we denote the space of all bounded-from-above R-valued Borel measurable
functions on Y . The subspace of all bounded functions in B̂4Y 5 is denoted by B4Y 5.

3. The dynamic programming model. A discrete-time decision process is specified by the following
objects:

(i) X is the state space and is assumed to be a Borel space.
(ii) A is the action space and is assumed to be a Borel space.

(iii) D is a nonempty Borel subset of X ×A. We assume that for each x ∈X1 the nonempty x-section

A4x5 2= 8c ∈A2 4x1 c5 ∈D9

of D represents the set of actions available in state x. (In the context of growth theory, c ∈A4x5 is often referred
to as a feasible consumption when the stock is x ∈X0)

(iv) q is a transition probability from D to X.
Let Ĥ = 4X ×A5× 4X ×A5× · · · , and

Ĥ0 =X1 Ĥn = 4X ×A5× · · · × 4X ×A5
︸ ︷︷ ︸

n

×X1 n ∈N0

We assume that Ĥn and Ĥ are equipped with the product Borel �-algebras. Let Dm+1 2= D × · · · ×D (m+ 1
times) for m ∈ N00 Define H0 = X and Hn 2= Dn × X for n ∈ N0 Then Hn and H are the sets of all feasible
histories hn = 4x01 c01 : : : 1 xn5 and h = 4x01 c01 x11 c11 : : : 5, respectively, where ck ∈ A4xk5, xk ∈ X for each
k ∈N00 Clearly, Hn (H ) is a Borel subset of Ĥn (Ĥ ).

(v) u ∈ B̂4D5 is a one-period utility function.
(vi) �2 R 7→ R is a discount function.
A policy � = 8�n9 is defined as a sequence of universally measurable transition probabilities �n from Hn

to A such that �n4A4xn5 � hn5 = 1 for each hn ∈ Hn1 n ∈ N0. We write ç to denote the set of all policies.
A nonrandomized policy � = 8�n9 is a sequence of universally measurable mappings �n2 Hn 7→ A such that
�n4hn5 ∈ A4xn5 for each hn ∈ Hn1 n ∈ N00 By ç0 we denote the set of all nonrandomized policies. Clearly,
ç0 can be viewed as a subset of ç. By the Yankov-von Neumann theorem, the set ç0 is nonempty; see Bertsekas
and Shreve [4] or Dynkin and Yushkevich [14]. If A4x5 is compact for each x ∈ X, then there exists a Borel
measurable policy (see Corollary 1 in Brown and Purves [9]).

We now make our basic assumption on the discount function �. For a detailed discussion of various discount
functions and their interpretation the reader is referred to Jaśkiewicz et al. [22].

(A1) There exists a continuous increasing function �2 601�5→ 601�5 such that �4z5 < z for each z > 0 and

��4z15− �4z25� ≤ �4�z1 − z2�5

for all z11 z2 ∈R0
(A2) � is continuous, increasing, �405= 0 and �4−�5= −�.
Obviously, assumption (A1) implies that �405= 00
Note that any element of Dn+1 is of the form 4hn1 cn5= 4x01 c01 : : : 1 xn1 cn50 Every function w ∈ B̂4Dm+15 can

be regarded as a function from the space B̂4H50
Put U04x1 c5= u4x1 c5 for 4x1 c5 ∈D0 For any 4hn1 cn5= 4x01 c01 x11 c11 : : : 1 xn1 cn5 ∈Dn+1, n ∈N1 define

Un4hn1 cn5 = u4x01 c05+ �4u4x11 c15+ �4u4x21 c25+ · · · + �4u4xn1 cn55 · · · 55

= u4x01 c05+ �4Un−14x11 c11 : : : 1 xn1 cn550 (5)

Let l > 0 be a constant such that u4x1 c5≤ l for all 4x1 c5 ∈D0 Define

U l
n4h5 2= lim

t→�
6u4x01 c05+ �4u4x11 c15+ · · · + �4u4xn1 cn5+ �4l+ · · · + �4l5555

︸ ︷︷ ︸

t terms

70 (6)

From the arguments used in proving Proposition 1 in §6, it follows that the limit in (6) exists. Moreover, we
can conclude the following result.
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Lemma 2. Under assumptions (A1) and (A2), for any h= 4x01 c01 x11 c11 : : : 5,

U4h5 2= lim
n→�

Un4x01 c01 : : : 1 xn1 cn5= u4x01 c05+ �4u4x11 c15+ �4u4x21 c25+ · · · 55 (7)

exists in R0 The sequence 8U l
n4h59 is nonincreasing and

lim
n→�

U l
n4h5=U4h51 h ∈H0

Moreover, U ∈ B̂4H50

Using (7) and assumption (A2), we infer that

U4x01 c01 x11 c11 : : : 5= u4x01 c05+ �4U4x11 c11 x21 c21 : : : 550 (8)

We call U given by (7), the utility function on the sample paths. By (8), the function U is a recursive utility in
the sense of Koopmans [24] with the aggregator G4a1 r5= a+ �4r50 In the classical setup with linear discount
function �4r5= �r1 where � ∈ 401151 the utility U is of the form

U4h5=

�
∑

t=0

�tu4xt1 ct5

introduced by Samuelson [33].

Lemma 3. Assume (A1) and (A2). If u ∈ B4D5, then U ∈ B4H5, and 8Un9 converges to U in the space B4H5
endowed with the supremum norm.

The proof of this result is similar to that of Theorem 1 in Jaśkiewicz et al. [22] and is based on an extension
of the Banach contraction principle given in Matkowski [27].

For n ∈ N01 define Ĥn as the space of sequences hn = 4cn1 xn+11 cn+11 xn+21 : : : 51 where xk ∈ X1 ck ∈ A
for each k ≥ n0 For any hn ∈ Hn1 by Hn4hn5 denote the set of all hn ∈ Ĥn such that 4hn1 h

n5 ∈ H0 It is known
that Hn4hn5 is a Borel subset of Ĥn and consists of all feasible future histories of the process from period n
onwards.

According to the Ionescu-Tulcea theorem (see Proposition V.1.1 in Neveu [28]), for any policy � ∈ ç
and m ∈N01 there exists a unique conditional probability measure P�4· � hm5 on Ĥm given hm ∈ Hm such that
P�4Hm4hm5 � hm5= 10 Let E�

hm
denote the expectation operator corresponding to the measure P�4· � hm50 For a

given history hm ∈Hm and � ∈ç1 we define the expected utility from period m onwards as follows:

Vm4hm1�5 2=E�
hm
U =

∫

Ĥm
U4hm1 h

m5P�4dhm
� hm50 (9)

From the construction of P�4· � hm51 it follows that the integral in (9) is actually taken over the set Hm4hm50 By
Lemma 2, U ∈ B̂4H51 and therefore Vm4hm1�5, is well defined. For each m ∈N0, define

P4hm5 2= 8�2 � = P�4· � hm5 for some � ∈ç9

as the set of probability measures on the set Hm4hm5 of all feasible future action-state sequences given a partial
history hm ∈Hm. Furthermore, put

Vm4hm5 2= sup
�∈P4hm5

∫

Ĥm
U4hm1 h

m5�4dhm5= sup
�∈ç

E�
hm
U1 hm ∈Hm0

The following result is well known; see Theorem 1 in Bertsekas and Shreve [5], Theorem 3.1B in Feinberg [16]
or Theorem 7.1 in Strauch [38].

Lemma 4. For each m ∈N0, the function Vm is upper semianalytic.

We now state an important consequence of Proposition 1 from §6.

Lemma 5. For any policy � ∈ç1 m ∈N0, and hm ∈Hm1 we have

Vm4hm1�5=E�
hm
U = lim

n→�
E�

hm
Un = lim

n→�
E�

hm
U l

n0
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Proof. Since U l
n+1 ≤ U l

n for each n ∈ N01 then by the monotone convergence theorem and Lemma 2, we
obtain that

lim
n→�

E�
hm
U l

n =E�
hm
U0 (10)

Moreover, from the proof of Proposition 1 in §6, it follows that for each � > 0 there exists N1 > 0 such that for
all n>N1 and h ∈H ,

U l
n4h5≤Un4h5+ � ≤U l

n4h5+ �0

Therefore, E�
hm
U l

n ≤E�
hm
Un+� ≤E�

hm
U l

n+�0 Combining this fact with (10), we can easily get the conclusion. �
In the sequel we shall use some operator notation which is restricted to nonrandomized policies. Let

� = 8�n9 ∈ç00 For any function w̃ on A we define 4�kw̃54hk5 2= w̃4�k4hk551hk ∈Hk1 k ∈N00 In a similar way,
for any upper semianalytic function ŵ on Hk+11 we set

4qŵ54hk1 ck5 2=
∫

X
ŵ4hk1 ck1 xk+15q4dxk+1 � xk1 ck51 k ∈N00

By Proposition 7.48 in Bertsekas and Shreve [4], qŵ is also upper semianalytic. Moreover, for an upper semi-
analytic function w′ on Dk+11 we put

4q�k+1w
′54hk1 ck5 2=

∫

X
w′4hk1 ck1 xk+11�k+14hk+155q4dxk+1 � xk1 ck50

We close this section with some useful remarks on the measure P�4· � hm5. Recall that E�
hm

is a conditional
expectation under the policy � given the history hm0 Clearly, any function w on Dn+1 can be regarded as a
function on H that depends only on the first 24n+ 15 coordinates. Let n >m0 Then, for an upper semianalytic
function w, we have

E�
hm
w =

∫

Ĥm
w4hm1 h

m5P�4dhm
� hm5= 4�mq�m+1 · · ·q�nw54hm50 (11)

Obviously, hm 7→E�
hm
w is upper semianalytic.

Lemma 6. Let � 2= 8�m9 ∈ç00 Then

lim
n→�

4�mq�m+1q · · ·�nqVn+154hm5=E�
hm
U0

Proof. Fix m ∈ N0 and hm ∈ Hm0 Let n > m0 From our definition (6), it follows that U4hn+11 h
n+15 ≤

U l
n4hn+11 h

n+15 for all h= 4hn+11 h
n+15 ∈H0 Moreover, we know that the function U l

n4hn+11 h
n+15 is independent

of hn+10 Therefore,

Vn+14hn+15= sup
�∈ç

∫

Ĥn+1
U4hn+11 hn+15P

�4dhn+1
� hn+15≤U l

n4hn+11 h
n+150

Thus

4�mq�m+1q · · ·�nqVn+154hm5≤E�
hm
U l

n0

Using Lemma 5, we obtain

lim sup
n→�

4�mq�m+1q · · ·�nqVn+154hm5≤ lim
n→�

E�
hm
U l

n =E�
hm
U0 (12)

On the other hand, we have

4�mq�m+1q · · ·�nqVn+154hm5≥E�
hm
U0 (13)

for all n>m. Clearly, (12) and (13) imply the assertion. �
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4. Main results. For any policy � ∈ç and m ∈N0, let �m = 8�k9k≥m0 We call �m a conditional policy that
can be used to select actions from stage m onwards given a partial history hm ∈ Hm0 Note that the probability
measure P�4· � hm5 ∈ P4hm5 only depends on �m.

Definition 1. A policy �� ∈ç is called persistently �-optimal for an �≥ 0 if

E��

hm
U ≥ sup

�∈ç

E�
hm
U − �

for each hm ∈Hm, m ∈N00 A 0-optimal policy is called optimal.
Note that �� ∈ç is persistently �-optimal if the conditional policy �m� = 8��

k 9k≥m is �-optimal (in the usual
sense) for any partial history hm ∈ Hm, m ∈ N00 Persistent optimality has been widely used in gambling theory
(Dubins and Savage [12], Dubins and Sudderth [13]) and is stronger than the �-optimality studied, for example,
in Schäl [35], Feinberg [15, 16] and their references (see Remark 3). As noted by Dubins and Sudderth [13],
Kertz and Nachman [23] and by Schäl [36], persistently optimal policies in the nonstationary dynamic setting
are counterparts of stationary optimal ones in the classical stationary models. They can be characterized by a
system of Bellman equations; see Kertz and Nachman [23], Schäl [36]. Such a characterization is also used in
our proof; see (15) and (16) below.

We can now state our first main result.3

Theorem 1. Let the dynamic programming model satisfy assumptions (i)–(vi). Furthermore, assume (A1)
and (A2). Then, for any �> 0, there exists a nonrandomized persistently �-optimal policy.

Proof. By Lemma 4, the function hm 7→ Vm4hm5 is upper semianalytic for each m ∈N00 In a standard way,
one can show that

Vm4hm5= sup
c∈A4xm5

∫

X
Vm+14hm+15q4dxm+1 � xm1 c5

for every hm ∈ Hm1m ∈ N00 Fix � > 0 and choose a sequence of positive numbers 8�k9 such that
∑�

k=0 �k = �0
By the Yankov-von Neumann theorem (see Bertsekas and Shreve [4] or Dynkin and Yushkevich [14]), for each
m ∈ N0 and �m > 0 there exists a universally measurable function ��

m2 Hm 7→ A such that ��
m4hm5 ∈ A4xm5 for

each hm ∈Hm and

Vm4hm5≤

∫

X
Vm+14hm+15q4dxm+1 � xm1�

�
m4hm55+ �m = 4��

mqVm+154hm5+ �m0

Thus, continuation of this procedure 4n−m5 times yields that

Vm4hm5≤ 4��
mq�

�
m+1q · · ·��

nqVn+154hm5+ �m + · · · + �n0

Put �� = 8��
n90 Letting now n→ � and using Lemma 6, we conclude that

Vm4hm5= sup
�∈ç

E�
hm
U ≤ lim

n→�
4��

mq�
�
m+1q · · ·��

nqVn+154hm5+

�
∑

k=m

�k <E��

hm
U + �

for any m ∈N0 and hm ∈Hm1 which completes the proof. �

4.1. Dynamic programming models with compact action spaces. We shall need the following two stan-
dard sets of assumptions, which will be used alternatively.

Conditions (S): The set A4x5 is compact for every x ∈X, and
(S1) for each x ∈X and every Borel set X̃ ⊂X1 the function q4X̃ � x1 ·5 is continuous on A4x51
(S2) the function u4x1 ·5 is upper semicontinuous on A4x5 for every x ∈X0
Conditions (W): The set A4x5 is compact for every x ∈X, and
(W0) the set-valued mapping x 7→A4x5 is upper semicontinuous,
(W1) the transition law q is weakly continuous; that is,

∫

X
�4y5q4dy � x1 c5

is a continuous function of 4x1 c5 ∈D for each bounded continuous function �,
(W2) the function u is upper semicontinuous on D0

3 Theorem 1 is inspired by a question raised by one of the referees.
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Note that Conditions (W) also embrace the case of a deterministic optimal growth model with a continuous
production function examined in Stokey et al. [37] or Jaśkiewicz et al. [22].

Lemma 7. (a) Let �2 X×A 7→ R be a bounded-from-above Borel measurable function such that a 7→�4x1a5
is upper semicontinuous on A4x5 for each x ∈X0 Under condition (S1), the function

c 7→

∫

X
�4y1 c5q4dy � x1 c5

is upper semicontinuous on A4x5 for every x ∈X0
(b) Under condition (W1), the function

4x1 c5 7→

∫

X
�4y1 c5q4dy � x1 c5

is upper semicontinuous on D for every bounded-from-above upper semicontinuous function �2 X ×A 7→ R.

Proof. One can show that � is a limit of a nonincreasing sequence 8�n9 of bounded Borel measurable
functions such that every a 7→ �n4x1a5 is continuous on A4x5; see the proof of Theorem 1.2 in Nowak [29].
Then, for every x ∈ X1 c 7→

∫

X
�n4y1 c5q4dy � x1 c5 is continuous on A4x5 by Proposition 18 on page 231 in

Royden [32]. Clearly,
∫

X
�4y1 c5q4dy � x1 c5 = infn∈N

∫

X
�n4y1 c5q4dy � x1 c5, which implies part (a). Part (b) is

Proposition 7.31 in Bertsekas and Shreve [4]. �

4.2. Persistently optimal policies. Approximation by truncated models. Let us first assume (S). Consider
the bounded one-period utility functions,

us4x1 c5 2= max8u4x1 c51−s91 for 4x1 c5 ∈D1 s ∈N0

All the functions defined as in §3 with u replaced by us will be denoted with the superscript s0 Let hk ∈ Hk1
k ∈N00 For any n≥ k+11 consider a finite horizon decision problem from period k till period n with the utility
function U s

n introduced in (5) with u replaced by us . A policy in this model can be restricted to a sequence
8�k1 : : : 1�n9 (with �j defined as in §3, k ≤ j ≤ n) because U s

n depends on 4hn1 cn5 ∈Dn+1 only. By the backward
induction, making use of Lemmas 1(a), 7(a), Conditions (S), and (11), we conclude that there exists an optimal
Borel measurable policy 8�o

k 1 : : : 1�
o
n91 i.e.,

vsk1n4hk5 2= sup
�∈P4hk5

∫

Ĥk
U s

n4hk1 h
k5�4dhk5= 4�o

kq�
o
k+1 · · ·q�o

nU
s
n54hk5

for each hk ∈Hk0 This implies that vsk1n is a Borel measurable function of hk0 From the induction construction,
it follows that

vsm1n4hm5= max
c∈A4xm5

∫

X
vsm+11 n4hm+15q4dxm+1 � xm1 c51 hm ∈Hm1 m ∈N00 (14)

(Recall that xk is the last component of hk0) We claim that 8vsm1n4hm59 converges uniformly in hm ∈Hm to

V s
m4hm5= sup

�∈P4hm5

∫

Ĥm
U s4hm1 h

m5�4dhm5

as n→ �0 Indeed, note that

sup
hm∈Hm

�vsm1n4hm5−V s
m4hm5�

= sup
hm∈Hm

∣

∣

∣

∣

sup
�∈P4hm5

∫

Ĥm
U s

n4hm1 h
m5�4dhm5− sup

�∈P4hm5

∫

Ĥm
U s4hm1 h

m5�4dhm5

∣

∣

∣

∣

≤ sup
hm∈Hm

sup
�∈P4hm5

∫

Ĥm
�U s

n4hm1 h
m5−U s4hm1 h

m5��4dhm5

≤ sup
hm∈Hm

sup
�∈P4hm5

∫

Ĥm
sup

h=4hm1 h
m5∈H

�U s
n4hm1 h

m5−U s4hm1 h
m5��4dhm5

= sup
h∈H

�U s
n4h5−U s4h5�0
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Now making use of Lemma 3, we conclude that suph∈H �U s
n4h5−U s4h5� → 0 as n→ �0 Hence, V s

m is bounded
and Borel measurable. Using the uniform convergence showed above and (14) one can easily see that

V s
m4hm5= max

c∈A4xm5

∫

X
V s
m+14hm+15q4dxm+1 � xm1 c5 (15)

for any hm ∈Hm1 m ∈N00 This is the Bellman equation for the truncated model. Clearly, Equation (15) can also
be derived under Conditions (W) with the help of Lemma 7(b).

We can now prove our second main result.

Theorem 2. Assume (A1) and (A2). If, additionally, the set of Conditions either (S) or (W) is satisfied, then
there exists a nonrandomized Borel measurable persistently optimal policy.

Proof. Note that us ↘ u as s → �0 Since � is increasing by (A2), it follows that 8V s
m9 is nonincreasing for

every m ∈N00 Therefore,
V�

m 4hm5 2= lim
s→�

V s
m4hm5

exists in R for every hm ∈Hm0 Clearly, V�
m is Borel measurable and V�

m 4hm5≥ Vm4hm5 for all hm ∈Hm1 m ∈N00
Moreover, letting s → � in (15) and making use of Proposition 10.1 in Schäl [34] or Lemma 1 in Jaśkiewicz
et al. [22] and the monotone convergence theorem, we conclude that

V�

m 4hm5 = lim
s→�

max
c∈A4xm5

∫

X
V s
m+14hm+15q4dxm+1 � xm1 c5

= max
c∈A4xm5

lim
s→�

∫

X
V s
m+14hm+15q4dxm+1 � xm1 c5

= max
c∈A4xm5

∫

X
V�

m+14hm+15q4dxm+1 � xm1 c50

By Lemmas 1(a) and 7(a), for any m ∈ N0, there exists a Borel measurable function �̂m of hm ∈ Hm such that
the maximum is attained at the point �̂m4hm5 in the above display. Thus, we have

V�

m 4hm5= 4�̂mqV
�

m+154hm5=

∫

X
V�

m+14hm+15q4dxm+1 � xm1 �̂m4hm551 (16)

hm ∈Hm, m ∈N0. Iterating this equality, we obtain for any m ∈N0 and k >m that

V�

m 4hm5= 4�̂mq�̂m+1q · · · �̂kqV
�

k+154hm50

Let �̂ 2= 8�̂m9 with �̂m defined in (16) for each m ∈N00 Since � is increasing, it follows that

V�

m 4hm5= 4�̂mq�̂m+1q · · · �̂kqV
�

k+154hm5≤ 4�̂mq�̂m+1q · · · �̂kqV
s
k+154hm5 (17)

for any s ∈N , hm ∈Hm1 m ∈N0. Now letting k → � in (17) and using Lemma 6 (with Vn+1 replaced by V s
n+1),

we deduce that
V�

m 4hm5≤ lim
k→�

4�̂mq�̂m+1q · · · �̂kqV
s
k+154hm5=E�̂

hm
U s

for any s ∈ N , hm ∈ Hm1 m ∈ N0. From Proposition 2 in §6, it follows that U s ↘ U1 as s → � and therefore,
the monotone convergence theorem yields

V�

m 4hm5 ≤ E�̂
hm
U =

∫

Ĥm

U4hm1 h
m5P �̂4dhm

� hm5

≤ sup
�∈P4hm5

∫

Ĥm
U4hm1 h

m5�4dhm5= Vm4hm5 (18)

for each hm ∈ Hm, m ∈ N00 Since V�
m ≥ Vm on Hm, from (18), we conclude that �̂ is a persistently optimal

policy.
The proof under Conditions (W) makes use of Lemmas 1(b), 7(b), and proceeds analogously as in the case

of Conditions (S). The value functions Vm in case of Conditions (W) are upper semicontinuous. �
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Remark 1. Our proof of Theorem 2 consists of two basic steps. First, we study decision models with
bounded one-period utility and use an approximation with finite horizon ones. Then, simple truncations of u
are used, and monotone approximations are applied. This method is efficient, because the action spaces are
compact. Counterexamples given for negative dynamic programming in Strauch [38] and Schäl [34] suggest
that approximations by the truncated models are not possible if the action spaces are noncompact. However,
within such a framework one can obtain a persistently �-optimal policy (Theorem 1). The fact that we allow for
u unbounded from below makes our results applicable to many models in economic theory studied in Stokey
et al. [37], Jaśkiewicz and Nowak [21] and their references. Similar models with the deterministic transition
function have been studied in Jaśkiewicz et al. [22], where stationary optimal policies are shown to exist. Here
the problem of optimality is more involved and we cannot expect the existence of a stationary optimal policy.
Finally, we would like to emphasize that our approach is also applicable for nonstationary stochastic transition
functions extensively examined in Hinderer [20], Kertz and Nachman [23], Schäl [35, 36].

Remark 2. It is worth emphasizing that the existence of persistently optimal policies under conditions
similar to (W) was already shown in Theorem 5.2 of Kertz and Nachman [23]. However, their proof proceeds
along different lines. They consider a more general upper semicontinuous utility function U on the space H
and study some topological properties of the correspondences hm 7→ P4hm5. In consequence, their route to
the existence of a persistently optimal policy is more complex than ours. On the other hand, the result under
Conditions (S) has not been clearly presented so far, and only some remarks on this issue are given in Schäl [36].

Remark 3. Persistent optimality is essentially stronger than �-optimality. Let us recall that a policy �̂ ∈ç
is �-optimal, if

V 4�1 �̂5= sup
�∈ç

V 4�1 �̂51 where V 4�1�5 2=
∫

X
E�

x0
U�4dx051

and � is a probability distribution of the initial state. The existence of nonrandomized policies under either
Conditions (S) or (W) follows from Schäl [35] and Theorem 3.2 in Feinberg [16]. However, to apply the methods
in Schäl [35], we still need our convergence results for the utility function U given in §6. The theorems on the
existence of �-optimal (or 4�1�5-optimal) nonrandomized policies obtained by Feinberg [15, 16] are based upon
some theorems on “decomposability of randomized strategies” studied earlier by Gihman and Skorokhod [19].
Nonetheless, the techniques used by Feinberg [16] do not imply the existence of a persistently optimal policy
under Conditions (W) or (S). Namely, to select a nonrandomized policy for any partial history of the process,
we would have to solve some additional measurability issues and to overcome a time consistency problem.
Indeed, policies chosen for two partial histories of different length may not coincide at some future stages of
the process. Moreover, even in this case the convergence results from §6 are germane. Therefore, the concept
based on a study of the Bellman equations is more natural and simpler. The measure theoretic tools applied by
Schäl [35] and Feinberg [16] are not needed in our studies.

5. Examples. In the models described below with a linear discount function (standard discounting), there
exist stationary optimal policies. When the discount function � is nonlinear, an optimal policy must be more
sophisticated.

Example 1 (A Stochastic Optimal Growth Model). We have in mind the classical model studied in
Stokey et al. [37], but with generalized discounting. Let X = 601 s7 be the set of all capital stocks where s > 10 If
xt is a capital stock at the beginning of period t1 then consumption ct in this period belongs to A4xt5 2= 601 xt70
The utility of consumption ct is u4ct5, where u2 X 7→ R is a fixed function. The evolution of the state process is
described by some function f of the investment for the next period yt 2= xt −ct and some random variable �t0 In
the literature, f is called production technology; see Stokey et al. [37]. We shall view this model as a decision
process with X = 601 s71 A4x5= 601 x7, and u4x1 c5= u4c51 x ∈X1 c ∈A4x50 Suppose that 8�t9 are independent
and have a common probability distribution � with support included in 601 z7 for some z > 10 Assume that

xt+1 = f 4xt − ct5�t1 for t = 0111 : : : 1

where f 2 X 7→R is a continuous and increasing function, f 405= 01

401 s5 3 y →
f 4y5

y
is strictly decreasing; (19)

lim
y→0+

f 4y5

y
> 1 and

f 4s5

s
< 10 (20)
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Conditions (19) and (20) imply that there exists y0 > 0 such that

f 4y5 > y for all y ∈ 401 y051 and f 4y5 < y for all y ∈ 4y01 s50

We assume that f 4s5z≤ s0 Then for any xt ∈X, ct ∈A4xt5, and �t ∈ 601 z7,

xt+1 = f 4xt − ct5�t ∈X0

Observe that the transition probability q is of the form

q4B � x1 c5=

∫ s

0
1B4f 4x− c5�5�4d�51

where B ⊂X is a Borel set, x ∈X, c ∈A4x50 Here, 1B is the indicator function of the set B0 If v is a continuous
function on X, then the integral

∫

X
v4y5q4dy � x1 c5=

∫ s

0
v4f 4x− c5�5�4d�5

depends continuously on 4x1 c50 This example allows for u4c5 = log c as a one-period utility function where
log 0 = −�0 For any nonlinear discount function � satisfying (A1) and (A2), there exists a persistently optimal
policy.

Example 2 (An Inventory Model). A manager sells a certain amount of goods each period t = 0111 : : :
at price p0 If he has xt ≥ 0 units in stock, he can sell min8xt1Dt91 where Dt ≥ 0 is a continuous random
variable representing an unknown demand. He can also order any amount ct of new goods to be delivered at
the beginning of the next period at a cost z4ct5 paid immediately. It is assumed that z is continuous, increasing,
and z405= 00 The state equation is of the form:

xt+1 = xt − min8xt1Dt9+ ct1 for t = 0111 : : : 1

where 8D1Dt9 is a sequence of i.i.d. random variables such that D follows a distribution F with ED < �0
The manager discounts his revenues according to a function � satisfying (A1) and (A2). This model can be
viewed as a decision process, in which X 2= 601�5 is the state space (i.e., the set of possible levels of stock),
A = A4x5 2= 601K7 is the action space, where K > 0, and u4x1 c5 2= Epmin8x1D9 − z4c5 is the one period
utility or return function.

Clearly, u4x1 c5≤ pED0 Next note that the transition probability q is of the form

q4B � x1 c5=

∫ �

0
1B4x− min8x1 y9+ c5dF 4y51

where B ⊂X is a Borel set, x ∈X, c ∈A0 If v is a bounded continuous function on X, then the integral
∫

X
v4y5q4dy � x1 c5 =

∫ �

0
v4x− min8x1 y9+ c5dF 4y5

=

∫ x

0
v4x− y+ c5dF 4y5+

∫ �

x
v4c5dF 4y5

=

∫ x

0
v4x− y+ c5dF 4dy5+ v4c541 − F 4x55

depends continuously on 4x1 c50 Hence, the model satisfies Conditions (W). Therefore, for any nonlinear discount
function � satisfying (A1) and (A2), there exists a persistently optimal policy.

6. Basic convergence results. Let assumptions (A1) and (A2) be satisfied. By 8rn9
�
0 we denote a sequence

such that rn ∈ R and rn ≤ l for each n≥ 0 and some l > 00 Define the following functions:

w04r05= r01 wn4r01 r11 : : : 1 rn5= r0 + �4wn−14r11 : : : 1 rn55 for n≥ 10

Note that wn defined above is a function of n+ 1 variables. We first use the functions wn for the sequence
8rn9

�
0 with rn = l for all n≥ 00 Put ln+1 2= 4r01 : : : 1 rn5 if rt = l for t = 01 : : : 1 n1 n≥ 00

In the proof of our first result we use a simple argument from Cho and O’Regan [10].

Lemma 8. There exists L 2= limm→� wm4lm+15= supm≥1 wm4lm+15 <�0
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Proof. Note that (since the function � is increasing), for each m≥ 11

wm4lm+15≥wm−14lm50

Hence, the sequence 8wm4lm+159 is nondecreasing. We show that its limit is finite. Indeed, observe that by (A1),

w14l1 l5−w04l5= l+ �4l5− l ≤ �4l51

w24l1 l1 l5−w14l1 l5= l+ �4w14l1 l55− l− �4w04l55≤ �4w14l1 l5−w04l55≤ �4254l51

where �4m5 denotes the composition of � with itself m times (m ≥ 2). Continuing this procedure one can see
that

wm4lm+15−wm−14lm5≤ �4m54l50

Let � > 0 be fixed. Since �4m54l5→ 0 as m→ �, there exists m≥ 1 such that

wm4lm+15−wm−14lm5≤ �−�4�50

Note now that

wm+14lm+25−wm−14lm5 = wm+14lm+25−wm4lm+15+wm4lm+15−wm−14lm5

≤ l+ �4wm4lm+155− l− �4wm−14lm55+ �−�4�5

≤ �4wm4lm+15−wm−14lm55+ �−�4�5

≤ �4�−�4�55+ �−�4�5≤ �4�5+ �−�4�5= �0

Similarly,

wm+24lm+35−wm−14lm5 = wm+24lm+35−wm4lm+15+wm4lm+15−wm−14lm5

≤ l+ �4wm+14lm+255− l− �4wm−14lm55+ �−�4�5

≤ �4wm+14lm+25−wm−14lm55+ �−�4�5

≤ �4�5+ �−�4�5= �0

Thus, by induction we obtain that
wm+k4lm+k+15−wm−14lm5≤ �

for all k ≥ 00 Hence, wm+k4lm+k+15≤wm−14lm5+ �0 Since wm−14lm5 is finite, it follows that L is finite. �
Consider a sequence 8un9

�
0 of utilities un ∈ R such that un ≤ l for each n≥ 00

For m≥ 1 and n≥ 0, let us introduce the following notation:

Wn1m4u01 : : : 1 un1 lm5 2=wn+m4u01 : : : 1 un1 lm50

Note that Wn1m is a function on a 4n+m+ 15-dimensional vector. For example,

W2134u01 u11 u21 l35=W2134u01 u11 u21 l1 l1 l5= u0 + �4u1 + �4u2 + �4l+ �4l+ �4l555551

W3124u01 u11 u21 u31 l25=W4124u01 u11 u21 u31 l1 l5= u0 + �4u1 + �4u2 + �4u3 + �4l+ �4l555550

Proposition 1. The limit of the sequence 8wn4u01 : : : 1 un59 exists in R0

Proof. We first study the case where un >−� for all n≥ 00 Note that for each n≥ 0 and m≥ 1

wn4u01 : : : 1 un5≤Wn1m4u01 : : : 1 un1 lm50 (21)

Moreover,

Wn1m4u01 : : : 1 un1 lm5−wn4u01 : : : 1 un5

= u0 + �4Wn−11m4u11 : : : 1 un1 lm55− u0 − �4wn−14u11 : : : 1 un55

≤ �4Wn−11m4u11 : : : 1 un1 lm5−wn−14u11 : : : 1 un550
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Similarly,

Wn−11m4u11 : : : 1 un1 lm5−wn−14u11 : : : 1 un5

= u0 + �4Wn−21m4u21 : : : 1 un1 lm55− u0 − �4wn−24u21 : : : 1 un55

≤ �4Wn−21m4u21 : : : 1 un1 lm5−wn−24u21 : : : 1 un550

Thus,

Wn1m4u01 : : : 1 un1 lm5−wn4u01 : : : 1 un5≤ �4254Wn−21m4u21 : : : 1 un1 lm5−wn−24u21 : : : 1 un550

Continuing in this way and using Lemma 8, we obtain

Wn1m4u01 : : : 1 un1 lm5−wn4u01 : : : 1 un5 ≤ �4n54W01m4un1 lm5−w04un55

= �4n54�4wm−14lm555≤ �4n+154L51

for all m≥ 10 Let � > 0 be fixed. Then, for sufficiently large n1 say n>N11

Wn1m4u01 : : : 1 un1 lm5≤wn4u01 : : : 1 un5+ � (22)

for all m≥ 10 Clearly, for any m≥ 1, we have

Wn1m4u01 : : : 1 un1 lm5≤Wn1m+14u01 : : : 1 un1 lm+15

≤wn+m+14ln+m+25≤ sup
t≥1

wt4lt+15= L<�0

Therefore, limm→� Wn1m4u01 : : : 1 un1 lm5 exists and is bounded from above by L. Let us denote this limit by Gn.
From (21) and (22) we conclude that

Gn − � ≤wn4u01 : : : 1 un5≤Gn

for n>N10 Observe that 8Gn9 is decreasing and G∗ 2= limn→� Gn exists in R. Hence, the limit

lim
n→�

wn4u01 : : : 1 un5

also exists and equals G∗0 Assume now that un = −� for some n≥ 00 Then

wn4u01 : : : 1 un5= −�

and
Wn1m4u01 : : : 1 un1 lm5= −�

for all m≥ 10 Therefore,

Gn = −� and lim
n→�

wn4u01 : : : 1 un5=G∗ = lim
n→�

Gn = −�0 �

For k ≥ 1, let us define uk
n 2= max8un1−k90 We have arrived at our final result in this section.

Proposition 2. limn→� wn4u01 : : : 1 un5= infk≥1 limn→� wn4u
k
01 : : : 1 u

k
n50

Proof. Assume first that limn→� wn4u01 : : : 1 un5 >−�. Let � > 0 be fixed. Then, by (22), we have

wn4u01 : : : 1 un5≥Wn1m4u01 : : : 1 un1 lm5− �

for all m≥ 1 and n>N10 Moreover, there exists N2 such that for all n>N2,

lim
t→�

wt4u01 : : : 1 ut5≥wn4u01 : : : 1 un5− �0 (23)

Let us now fix n> max8N11N290 Since uk
i → ui for i ∈ 801 : : : 1 n9 as k → �, then there exists K1 > 0 such that

for k >K1,
uk
i − ui ≤

�

n+ 1
for each i ∈ 801 : : : 1 n90
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Fix any k >K10 By assumption (A1) we obtain that

wn4u
k
01 : : : 1 u

k
n5−wn4u01 : : : 1 un5 ≤ uk

0 − u0 +�4wn−14u
k
11 : : : 1 u

k
n5−wn−14u11 : : : 1 un55

≤
�

n+ 1
+wn−14u

k
11 : : : 1 u

k
n5−wn−14u11 : : : 1 un50

Similarly,

wn−14u
k
11 : : : 1 u

k
n5−wn−14u11 : : : 1 un5 ≤ uk

1 − u1 +�4wn−24u
k
21 : : : 1 u

k
n5−wn−24u21 : : : 1 un55

≤
�

n+ 1
+wn−24u

k
21 : : : 1 u

k
n5−wn−24u21 : : : 1 un50

Hence
wn4u

k
01 : : : 1 u

k
n5−wn4u01 : : : 1 un5≤

2�
n+ 1

+wn−24u
k
21 : : : 1 u

k
n5−wn−24u21 : : : 1 un50

Proceeding along this line, we finally obtain

wn4u
k
01 : : : 1 u

k
n5−wn4u01 : : : 1 un5≤

n�

n+ 1
+w04u

k
n5−w04un5=

n�

n+ 1
+ uk

n − un ≤ �0

Similarly, for any m≥ 1, we have that

Wn1m4u
k
01 : : : 1 u

k
n1 lm5−Wn1m4u01 : : : 1 un1 lm5

=wn+m4u
k
01 : : : 1 u

k
n1 lm5−wn+m4u01 : : : 1 un1 lm5≤ �0

Hence, we infer that

wn4u01 : : : 1 un5 ≥ Wn1m4u01 : : : 1 un1 lm5− �

≥ Wn1m4u
k
01 : : : 1 u

k
n1 lm5− 2�

= wn+m4u
k
01 : : : 1 u

k
n1 lm5− 2�

≥ wn+m4u
k
01 : : : 1 u

k
n1 u

k
n+11 : : : 1 u

k
n+m5− 2�0 (24)

By Proposition 1, we deduce that

lim
m→�

wn+m4u
k′

0 1 : : : 1 u
k′

n 1 u
k′

n+11 : : : 1 u
k′

n+m5=2 Gk′

∗

exists for any positive integer k′0 Therefore, by (24), we have

wn4u01 : : : 1 un5≥Gk
∗
− 2�1 k >K10

Now applying (23) we obtain that

lim
t→�

wt4u01 : : : 1 ut5≥Gk
∗
− 3� ≥ inf

k′≥1
Gk′

∗
− 3�0

Since � > 0 was arbitrary, we get that

lim
t→�

wt4u01 : : : 1 ut5≥ inf
k′≥1

Gk′

∗
0

On the other hand, it is obvious that

lim
t→�

wt4u01 : : : 1 ut5≤ inf
k≥1

lim
t→�

wt4u
k
01 : : : 1 u

k
t 5= inf

k≥1
Gk

∗
0

Combining the last two inequalities we get the conclusion.
If limn→� wn4u01 : : : 1 un5= −�1 then for any M < 0 there exists N3 such that for all n>N3,

M >wn4u01 : : : 1 un50

Proceeding as above we obtain that infk≥1 G
k
∗
= −�0 If un = −� for some n≥ 01 then the proof that

inf
k≥1

lim
n→�

wn4u
k
01 : : : 1 u

k
n5= lim

n→�
wn4u01 : : : 1 un5= −�1

is simple. �
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